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Handmade in Germany



INSPIRATION - Planning range: Seating arrangement with armrest type 1 and type 3, 

CARRÉE - side tables, PLANETS - Floor lamp

JAB Furniture – „Handmade in Germany“ 
sells a versatile and fascinating range of 
first-class upholstered furniture products. 
JAB Furniture comes to life utilising the 
most modern manufacturing processes and 
qualified hand craft, with the production 
site located exclusively in Bielefeld, Germany. 
150 well educated employees, most of 
whom are in-house qualified, work with the 
JAB Furniture spirit of quality everyday as the 
individual production requires the most from 
these talented specialists.

According to the corporate group philosophy: 
Fascination living without borders, JAB JOSEF 
ANSTOETZ offers a broad variety of quality 
textile furniture. JAB Furniture, as part of 
the JAB ANSTOETZ Group, is integrated into 
a family of companies which live up to a 
highly recognisable standard in the field of 
exclusive living and furnishing over decades. 

HERE SPACES COME TRUE

DON -  High back armchair,

shown design:

textile/leather 

combination, also 

available low back

INSPIRATION - Sofa with

armrest type 3

BOUQUET - Couch table

metal frame: chrome plated, 

clear glass plate: varnished

KATE - Table lamp, Base: 

polished nickel, Stand: solid 

wood painted in different 

colours

ARCUS - Floor lamp,

Shade: white or black,

Base: matt nickel



SPACE FOR LEISURE

DUNCAN - Comfort armchair

highly adjustable

SOHO - Floor lamp with six 

shades, Metal frame: 

matt nickel

CHIC - 

Floor lamp,

Stand: matt 

nickel

TRIBECA - Console table

walnut wood

INSPIRATION - Sofa with 

armrest type 1

BUTLER - Coffee table 

integrated with a 

material stool

INSPIRATION - Planning range: Seating 

arrangement, armrest type 1,

CARRÉ Couch table with side tables,

SOHO floor lamp



SPACE FOR EMOTIONS

INSPIRATION - Sofa with armrests type 6, COSY - Cushioned 

stool, MOOD - Side table, ARCUS - Floor and tablelamp 

CHIC - Table lamp, 

lacquered stand, 

metal base: polished nickel

SOHO - Floor lamp 

with six shades, 

Stand: matt nickel

CROSS - Console table, chromed metal 

frame, varnished glass plate

DUNCAN - Comfort armchair

highly adjustable

LEONA - Armchair, also available 

with a high back rest, 

Frame: dyed ashwood



SPACE FOR RELAXATION

INSPIRATION - Sofa 

with armrest type 4

VOGUE - Floor lamp,

matt nickel 

base and stand

PIPPA - Table lamp,

solid wood stand pain-

ted in different colours, 

nickel plated metal parts

KENT - single armchair,

tilt function optional

CROSS - Couch table,

chromed metal frame,

lacquered glass plate

INSPIRATION - Planning range: Seating arran-

gement with armrest type 5, fitting couch and 

coffee table, SOHO Ceiling lamp



SPACE FOR GROWTH

SALONI - Seating arrangement

with 2-seater, Club armchair and high back armchair, 

ARCUS Floor and table lamp

SALONI - Chaisselongue,

loose seat and back cushion, feet made of solid 

dyed wood.

TRIBECA - Standing 

lamp, legs walnut

ARCUS - Table lamp, 

shade black or white, 

metal leg matt nickel

SALONI - Round couch table, frame 

and table top dyed ash

SALONI - Chair,

also available without armrests 



MOOD - Couch table, dyed ashwood 

frame, table top in steel grey and 

available in golden tone

SPACE FOR CREATIVITY

DONNA - Armchair,

upholstery with fabric of leather, 

fram solid varnished ashwood

CHIC PETITE -  Table lamp,

metal leg matt nickel, dark 

brown textile shade

TRIBECA - Side table,

oiled walnut

POLO - Club sofa, with low back and armrest design, also 

available option with higher back and armrests

VENICE - Anbaugruppe mit 

Longchair, PLANETS Steh- und 

Tischleuchte

INCALMO- Seating arrangement and leather stool, 

TRIBECA - floor and table lamp



INCALMO - Sofa and loveseat, SALONI - side table, VOGUE - floor lamp

SPACE FOR RECREATION

CIRCULO - Couch table,

chromed metal frame, 

dyed ashwood top

LEON - High back armchair, 

upholstery in leather or fabric, frame solid 

varnished ashwood

CIRCULO - 

Side table, chromed 

metal frame, 

dyed ashwood 

table top

INCALMO - Daybed and Paravent

PLANETS - Table lamp,

shade available in black 

or anthracite, metal parts 

nickel polished or dark 

galvanised



SPACE FOR ENCOUNTERS

VIDRO - Table lamp,

transparent painted and varnished glass 

body, galvanised dark metal elements

TRIBECA -  Sofa with wooden legs, also available with wooden runners

LEXINGTON - Chair with armrests 

and padded seat cover

MOOD -  Dining table, 

oiled solid walnut wood, 

or dyed ashwood

JAZZ - Console table, black 

chrome frame, parsol grey 

glass table top

ALEGRA - Seating arrangement, JAZZ - couch and side tables, VOGUE - floor and table lamps



SPACE FOR EXPERIENCES

MOOD - Dining table, LEONA - Chairs

LUX - Table lamp,

metal column matt 

nickel or polished

POLO -  Sofa bench with higher backrest and wooden legs

CHIC -  Table lamp,

lacquered leg, polished nickel

metal elements

GRACIOSA - Side table, 

oiled solid walnut-wood, or cherry wood 

with variety of surface finishes

GRACIOSA - Armchair from sofa 

seating arrangement,

also available with high backrest

CARRÉ -  couch table with service table, 

chromed metal frame, glass table top



SPACE FOR PLEASURE

LEO - Side table,

chromed metal 

frame, lacquered 

table top

DIVA - Armchair with low 

backrest, leather surface

CHARME - Floor lamp, 

lacquered solid wood column,

matt nickel metal elements

COSMO - Ceiling lamp with two oval 

lampshades, internal shade with mirror 

chrome foil

CONTE - High backrest 

armchair, available in 

various covers and also 

with a low backrest

DANDY - Armchair with 

high backrest and neck 

cushion, fabric covered

SALONI - Dining table and chairs, SOHO ceiling lamp  



SPACE FOR INDIVIDUALITY

POLO - Sofa bench, shown design with high backrest and short 

armrests, PLANETS - Ceiling lamp

TRIBECA - Rocking chair,

solid walnut runners

COFFEETABLE - Side table, 

ashwood frame dyed or var-

nished, ground glass top

VOGUE - Table lamp,

top of the leg and foot of 

satin nickel

SOHO - Ceiling lamp with 

six lampshades

LEONA - Dining table available 

in different woods, also optional 

second pulled out table surface



JAB FURNITURE
JAB Furniture

Potsdamer Straße 180
D-33719 Bielefeld

Germany

Tel +49 (0) 521 92 42 70
Fax +49 (0) 521 92 42 780

jab-furniture@jab.de
www.jab-furniture.de

SALONI - Dining table and chairs, 

POLO - Sofa bench, ARCUS - Arch lamp
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